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General Chat: 
 

00:05:01 Tasneem Ali: YES SHE CAN 

00:05:07 Tasneem Ali: 15 mins is powerful with her 

00:07:05 Rosa Arias-Yague: Hi everyone! 

00:11:19 Darren Yap: :D 

00:12:24 Darren Yap: Great q. 

00:31:23 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: I struggled with earning money with ease and joy - I was 
running a belief that "money is hard earned". I have to constantly check that..... 

 

 

00:41:10 Alison: well done Noleen 

00:41:17 Claryn Nicholas (she/her): Perfect timing       Hi everyone       

00:41:18 Anna: Yes, explore, play and fun (to balance the 'seriousness'!) 

00:41:46 Noleen Read: thanks Alison! 

00:54:56 Alison: Hi Jo - I worked in corporate HR and we were often approached by 
coaches - the best ones would follow up - corporate people tend to expect this so don't worry 
that you are being pushy 

00:56:40 Louise: In my experience corporates have huge budgets for Leadership 
Development :) 

00:57:08 Alison: Charity's have a limited budget - Yes I agree with Louise - I worked in 
technology we would pay £10k for a coaching package 

00:58:08 Sonia Jewers: This is in keeping with other profiling/psychometr 

00:58:16 Louise: We  used Insights in Graduate Recruitment & Development and 
Leadership Development - Retail Sector.. 

00:58:29 Sonia Jewers: sorry...psychometric tools out there 



 

 

00:59:50 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: @Jo - what a beautiful uncovering.... that the story you 
have been telling yourself/projecting to your corporate client is just not true :) .  I'm excited for 
you and what awaits you when you turn that story on it's head XXX 

00:59:51 Alison: also - Corporate want to know what the benefit will be to the business 
bottom line - highlight the value of the transformation 

01:03:58 Sonia Jewers: Depending on your relationship with the provider of your tool, 
you could see if you could negotiate a certain number at a reduced price which you could you 
use as your intro tool. I have seen this work for other providers. It is getting their name out 
there too? 

01:04:21 Helen: sorry, I have to leave but will catch the recording. A very interesting 
session. Thank you 

01:04:47 Anna: Need to go - thanks all 

01:09:48 Louise: Well done Jo :)  x 

 

 

01:47:57 Alice Jennings: Thank you Catherine, got to go and finish my sales page! 

01:48:10 Catherine Watkin: www.businessfromtheheart.com 

01:56:43 Nushin Elahi: Can you download audios to listen to offline? 

01:57:39 Darren Yap: Yes, that's what I did. Loaded the audios onto my phone and 
played them while I drove somewhere or cooked dinner. 

01:58:27 Nushin Elahi: Thanks! Yes, I listen when I am driving 

01:59:38 Bernadette: thank you for a great session - see you all tomorrow 

02:00:25 Sheila McLeod: I am going to go just now but this sounds really useful. 

02:02:05 Darren Yap: How to use LinkedIn. 

02:05:06 Julia Childs: Thank you so much for another informative evening. I have to go 
now, but I have really enjoyed the session 

02:05:11 Nushin Elahi: Thanks, really interesting! 

02:07:49 Alison: What type of businesses benefit most from the membership? 

02:08:10 Tanya: I was recommended by someone can I  use the affiliate link from them to 
join with this anniversary offer? 

02:08:29 Darren Yap: Exactly. 

02:08:31 Darren Yap: :D 



 

 

02:09:58 Noleen Read: Thank you so much Catherine, so grateful to hear your insights 
and thoughts and ways of seeing things. 

02:10:08 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Wow.  There's a lot :).  I'm an overgiver too so really get 
that "one stop shop" ethos.  What is the time commitment each week to work through the 
pathway? 

02:12:00 Tanya: Do you have live in person events within th membership? 

02:12:22 Sarah-Jane Le Blanc: Oh that's a relief!  I'm feeling a bit overwhelmed just now 
and didn't want to add a lot to my plate.  An accountability pod sounds perfect for me at the 
moment. 

02:14:32 Alison: Thank you Catherine 

02:14:32 Lorraine McReight: Bye 

02:14:35 Claire Pope: Thank you! 

02:14:35 Tanya: thank you 


